Linear hydrodynamics yields the onset of convection for ascending autocatalytic reaction fronts in laterally bounded geometries. The system is studied in 
I. INTRODUCTION Recent experiments near autocatalytic reaction fronts ' require corresponding calculations for convection in laterally bounded geometries. In these experiments, the speed of propagation of the front is limited by the molecular diffusion of the catalyst into the unreacted Auid. Such self-sustaining or "autocatalytic" reaction fronts produce both thermal and concentration gradients in the vicinity of the reaction front, leading to potentially unstable density gradients.
Previous calculations of the onset of convection in unbounded geometries consider limiting cases of the stability problem. In the limits of zero and infinite thermal diffusivity Dz-, a thin reaction front separates two distinct fluids each of uniform density, the stability of the front being governed by the discontinuous jump in density at the front. For parameter values relevant to experiments on iodate -arsenous acid solutions and for an ascending planar horizontal front with the heavier fluid above the front, these calculations predict convection for perturbation wavelengths exceeding a critical wavelength k"with A, , =0.99 mm for Dz-=0 and A, , =1.29 mm for for Dz-~~. These results indicate that thermal gradients may play a small role at onset of convection compared with the density discontinuity.
The large value A. , =7 mm for a separate calculation' neglecting the density discontinuity but including thermal gradients for finite Dz-confirms the conclusion that thermal gradients play a small role at onset of convection. We expect that a full calculation including both the density discontinuity and the thermal gradients will yield a critical wavelength near 1 mm. 
(1) (1) along with similar expressions for n,~, and T; . . Substituting these expressions into Eqs. (1), (2), and (7) 
IV. CYI.INDER
In the previous section we found that the constant U0 can be set to zero for our purposes. We restrict our study to axisymmetnc Aows observed in the experiments. ' The vector potential A in cylindrical coordinates can be written as A=y(r, z)e for axisymmetric flows with components of v'" given by To solve Eq. (20a) subject to these boundary conditions, we consider a set of orthonormal expansion functions % satisfying and X)'"%"(r)=a R (r) (22) (0) =N (1) = -rR (r) =0 . 
Demanding that the determinant of the matrix vanish yields 4', = 370.9817, 370.2871, and 370 .0810 for the one-, two-, and three-function bases. We find that the convergence is faster than for the vertical slab. Figure 1 shows the resulting velocity field for the one-term truncation. 
